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Abstract
A controller design and tuning methodology is proposed that facilitates the rejection of periodic loadside disturbances applied to a torsional miiechanical system, whilst simiiultaneously comnpenisating for
the disturbance observer's inherent phase delay, thereby facilitating the used of lower bandwidth,
practically realisable, disturbance observers. The miierits of imlplemenlting both a full- and reduced
order observer, is inivestigated, witlh the latter being implelmlenlted with a nlew low-cost, high-bandwidth
torque sensing device based on suiface acoustic wave techniology.

Introduction
Rcjecvion of periodic load disturbances by foed-forward is

a

classical control problten when thc

torsional system interconnecting the motor and load can be considered infinitely stiff, and/or tlhe
dynamic load pertubations can be measured or estimated to a sufficiently high bandwidth [1]. In the
majority of cases, load torque cannot be directly measured, and therefore, controllers usually require
an observer (termed disturbance observer) to provide a dynanic estimate of the unknown input.
Unforftmatcly, sincc fcod-forward comnpdnsation is appliod directly into thc scrvo-ainplifior, its
effectiveness is heavily reliant on the ability of the observer to provide a high bandwidth, delay free,
toad torque signal, since any phase delay will significantly imnpede the ability of the controller to
compensate effectively. However, observer algorithms are fundanentally derivative in nature (i.e. they
amplify high frequency sensor noise), and those generally intended for industrial motion control
applications (where usually the sole feedback sensor is the quanltised position signal from an encoder)
are therefore required to exlhibit relatively low bandwidths, usually <100Hz [2], in order to atteniuate
high frequency noise and comlpensate for additional measuremenlt delays [3]. Moreover, in such
applications, the dynamics imparted by relatively low bandwidtlh observers unduly influences the
system dynamics, utltinately affecting the desired rejection peifonnalce [2,3]. Nevertheless, for dile
sake of simplifying the theoretical analysis, state observer dynamics are assumed to be of a sufficiently
high bandwidth that they can be ignored [1,4]. Few atgorithims exist that compensate for the
limitations imparted by a relatively low bandwidth observer, particularly in high perfomnance mnotion
control applications.

Furthermore, until recently, difficulties in acquiring reliable, low-noise, tow-cost, shaft torque
tranisducers that are non-inivasive to the miiechanical drive systemn, have precluded the use of direct
shaft torque feedback for disturbance rejection in all but a minority of specialised closed-loop servodrive systems. Often, cominonly employed torque tmnsducers viz. strain gauge, optical and inductive
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devices, are too mechanically compliant when incorporated in a drive systemn, thereby degrading
stability margins and reducing closed-loop bandwidth. Moreover, the additional cost associated with
their integration is prohibitive. Here ten, an investigation into itnproved tuning methodologies for
classical disturbance observers, is investigated, with appraisal of a new, low-cost, non-contact torque
measuirement device, based on surface acoustic wave (SAW) technology [5]. SAW devices are
mechanically robust, exhibit high sensitivity and bandwidth, and are largely unaffected by
electromagnetic noise. They can be directly integrated into an electrical miiachine assembly without
significantlty affecting the mechanical stiffliess of tlle miiotor shaft. For the study, SAW devices and RF
inodule are miiounited inside a coininercial off-the-shelf peirmanent magnet synchronious machine
(PMSM), directly onto the motor shaft between the front bearing and the rotor magnets, as illustrated
in Fig 1.

Front bearing-

SAW dev ces

/

(b) Prototype ser-vo-inachine
location of SAW devices and RF module
Figure 1. PMSM with integrated 2ONin SAW torque transducer.

(a) illust-ation of servo-mwhine showing

For simulation studies, a lumnped two-inertia system model is used to represent the mechanical test
facility that consists of J¾, and Jd coupled via a shaft of finite stiffness Knrd, wllich is subject to torsional
torque td and excited via the motor eclectromnagnetic torque t, and load torque pertubations t,.
Simitarly, the motor and load velocities are denoted by ws and cod, respectively. Neglecting damping,
(% is the anti-resonant frequency, co, the resonant frequency and R the load-mnotor inertia ratio of the
mechanicat system, viz:
te(S)

J.Sm+ JmOn2S

&?d

On

a¾I
=( L
R

A classical proportional anld integral (t) type conltrol structure and two-inerta inechanical mlodel is
slhown in Fig. 2(a). By augmnetiting th-is basic conitroller withl feedback of additional state variables,
enhanced disturbance rejection pe-fonnance can be achieved. The general structure for such an
extenided conitroller is shown in Fig. 2(b), wlhere C(s) represents the transfer function of the
disturbance observer, t the observed disturbance torque andel,, Kdd, tlle associated transfer feedback
gains. Furthemnore, KQ and K,1 represent the tmnsfer feedback gains associated with shaft-torque and
motor acceleration feedback, respectively. For example, sctting K , Kdg and K; to zero will formn a PI
controller plus shaft torque foedback. This is commnonly refcrrcd to as resonance ratio control (RRC)
[6]. Similarly, setting K, KIQf and Ks to zero will formn a classical PI plus derivative (PID) controller
[7] (i.e. impleinented when a torque transducer is available). Moreover, both the RRC and PID
controller structures can be additionally imnplemented with disturbance feedback, by setting the
disturbance gains Ki., id,, to a non-zero value.
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(a) Classical PI controller.

(O,

(b)Extended PI Controller augmented with feedback of additional state variables.

Figure 2. Controllers for two-inertia mechanical model.

Disturbance Observer Structure
Pcriodic load-side disturbances arc a comunon fcature of industrial automated production systems, for
instance, where objects are dropped at equal time intervals onto a conveyer belt. For such systems,
disturbance torque (as opposed to shaft or electromagnetic torque) cannot be sensed directly, and this
rcquircs an obscrvcr to providc a dynamic cstimatc. Assuming thc disturbanec torquc is a statc0, a state-variable representation of the two-inertia
variable, and is slow varying, implying that td
dt
system can be obtained that includes the disturbance torque as a state, as follows:
I

d tml
di co,
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Dcsign of thc statc obscrvcr is bascd on Gopinath's mcthod bccausc of its casc of imnplcmcntation [8].
To derivc a suitablc dynamic obscrvcr, thc statc vcctor is partitioned into two parts:
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where, x,, represents directly measured states, i.e. x, - y, where y is the measured outputs of the
plant, and x, rcprcscnts thc rcmaining statcs that nccd to bc obscrvcd. In tlc casc of thc PID controllcr,
onily the motor speed @.& is sensed, and the required partitions are represented by dotted lines in (2).
For thc RRC controller, both co, and t,nd are sensed, and thc partitions are represented as dashed lines
in (2). Notably, the order of thc obscever is reduced by thc numnber of measured states. Hence, the PID
controller requires a 3rd order observer, and the RRC controller only requires a 2 d order observer. For
completeniess, the dynamic strLtiwre of the observer is shown in Fig. 3, showimg all the observed
output states (only td is employed by the extended PID/RRC controllers).
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Figure 3. Block diagrain representation of the obse-rver stucture.
The transfer function describing the relationship between the observed td and actual load-torque td
can be obtamied from (3) [8], for the PID controller:
G(s PID

_i(s) _
td (s)

J,,s3 -s2G1 + S(),a2 Jm + G2K",,)G3
Co-

2

(4)

and the controller:

G(s),RC

,

(s)

-t1(s)

s2

G2-oN2

-sG1K,,,, _G),r2

(5)

rcspectivcly, whcrc thc dcnominator cquations dcscribc the obscivcr pole locations. Thc obscrvcr
poles are therefore assigned according to the coefficients of the 2.' and 38i optimal ITAE polynomials
[8,9] resulting in the optinal observer gains given in Table I, where (9,b is the equivalent -3dB
observer bandwidth. If tie observer bandwidth (and therefore the observer poles) is (are) assigned to
bc much grcatcr than thc highest frcqucncy component of disturbance torque, it can bc assumed that
the observer does not unduly influence the assigned closed-loop regulation dynamics. Unfortunately,
in practice, the observer structure is inherently derivative in nature and therefore sensitive to noisy
imput signals such as the motor speed signal that is obtamied from the first derivative of quantised
encoder position. As a rcsult, therefore, the observer bandwidth must be minimised, since there exists
a trade-off between the bandwidth of the observer and filtering of high frequency noise. Unfortunately,
if consideration is not given to the additional dynamics imparted by a relatively low bandwidth
disturbanco obscrvcr, thc closcd-loop pcrformancc dctcrioratcs as thc obscrvcr bandwidth is rcduccd
[9]. A tuning mcthodology is thcrcforc proposcd in thc forgoing scctions that facilitatcs thc uscd of
low bandwidth observes without sacrificing the control objectives.
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TABLE I. OPTIMAL OBSERVER AND CONTROLLER CAINS

DISTUBANCE OBSERVER
FULL-ORDER

CONTROLLER

REDUCED-ORDER

(PID CONTROLLER)

G1= -l.750,Jm

K, K185oaJj

Kp 1.856airJm

GK 1)5i2K1 0.6oadJ

K- 0.6co,2J,

G

-(2.1 5Wob2 W,)~2 )j

RRC

PD

(RRC CONTROLLER)

2

G2 =

G3 ~ = co

)

2Kd = Jd-Jmn

Ks

J

PID/RRC with Disturbance Feedback
Equations (6) and (7) provide the closed-loop transfer functions describing the regulation dynamics
((od(s)/tX(s)) for the PID and RRC controllers witl disturbance feedback, respectively. For the PID
controller (6), it can be seen that tdle numerator is 55' order (excluding tdle s/kd multiplier term) which is
comprised of a real zero and two pairs of complex zeros that can be assigned by the selection of the
obscrvcr bandwidth, %ob and thc disturbance feedback gains Kp and Krd. Similarly, for thc RRC
controller (7), the numerator is 45' order which is comprised of two pairs of complex zeros that can be
assigncd. Thus, in both cascs, by propcr adju stment of thcsc gains, a pair of complex conjugatc zeros
arc assigned to thc imaginary axis (no damping) for a user-dcfined froqucncy, aj thercby rejecting
periodic load-side disturbances of that frequency, whilst eliminating the effects of the observer
dynamnics on the rejection performance, i.e. a relatively low bandwidth disturbance observer can be
implemented, attenuating high frequency noise, without sacrificing the control objective. However, to
impart adequate closed-loop damping whilst additionally rejecting periodic load disturbances (a
comunon industrial requirement), it is desirable to have the ability to independently assign both the
closed-loop poles and zeros simultaneously. The closed-loop poles, when disturbance feedback is not
iilplemented (denoted the first braclcet 4h order polynomiiial expression in the denominator of (6) and
(7)) are independently assigned according to the coefficients of thc optimal 4i- order ITAE polynomial
[8], by the controller gains in Table I [9,10]. Moreover, it has been shown that the basic PI controller
and two-inertia model imparts optimum closed-loop damping performance when Rzl (according to
the optimal ITAE polynomial) and increasingly under damped responses for R<l [7,9,10]. Moreover,
the extra degree of freedom afforded by the PID and RRC controller enables R to be virtually adjusted
to Rkul by adjusting KI or KA rcspectively- see Table I.
,
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Equation (8) shows a 5h order polynomial expression factored into two parts. The first, a complex
root, represents the user defined rejection frequency. ctrj, where the damping ratio equals zero. The
second factor, a 3rd order polynomial expression, defmcs the arbitrary location of thc other roots.
(S2+wj2)(S3 +aS2+bs+c)

=s5 +s4a+±s3(b+ma)+s2(C±+

c
,12a)+?sbOi +COr<

(8)

By equating tle numerator of (6) with the expanded polynomial in (8), expressions for the disturbance
feedback gains Kd and Kdl can be derived for the PID controller that enables 6)} and the observer
bandwidtl to be independently assig&ned, as follows:
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Similarly, for the controller, the numerator of (7) is equated to a factorised 4th order polynomial
expression:

(2 +w,'2)(S2 +bs+c)
I
12b+
5s4 +s3b+s2(c+o/)j)+sw
CwOrb

(11)

giving the following disturbance feedback gains:
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By way of example, the user defined rejection frequency is set at pjry = 62.8 rad (10Hz) witl the
mechanical parameters defined in Table II. Figure 4 shows the regulation bode magiiitude plots for the
PID and RRC controller, respectively, as co,, is adjusted. It can be seen that, for both controllers,
reducing the obscrver bandwidth docs not significantly influenec the control objective, i.e. the
attenuation at no4j remains constant.
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(b) RRC controller
(a) PID controller
Figure 4. Regulation perfonnance of proposed controller structures and tuning methodology
However, it can be seen that, in general, the RRC controller improves low frequency attenuation for a
givcn obscrvcr bandwidth, whcn comparcd to that of thc PID controllcr. It should bc notcd that for
both controllcrs, thc obscrvcr bandwidth cannot bc madc infinitcly small, sinec, for low bandwidth
observers, low frequency disturbances are amplified when compared to case with no disturbance
feedback (i.e. when Kmd, Kdd = 0), as evidenced in Fig 4. It is therefore desirable to employ an observer
of sufficient relative bandwidth to ensure adequate rejection of the low frequency band, particularly in
the event of a variation in the disturbance frequency.

Experimental Validation
The proposed control techniques, simulation results and observations are now validated on the
experinental test-facility, comprismig of the 2.2kW prototype PMSM with integrated 2ONmn SAWbased torque transducer, Fig. 1(b), and a similarly rated loading machine (representing the motor and
load inertias, J, and J,, rcspectively). The machines are couplcd back-to-back via a shaft and
couplings. Once again, Table II gives the rcsulting mechanical parametcrs.

Thc cxpcrimcntal rcsults now prcscntcd arc in rcsponsc to a 3Nm sinusoidal disturbanoc torquc with a
frequcncy of 62.8 rad/s (10Hz), whcre the spccd controller refcrcncc is choscn to be constant at
10rad/s. For all results, shaft torque measurements are obtained from the integrated torque transducer.
Figure 5 shows the timc domain regulation performance imparted by thc PID controller with no
disturbance feedback. It can be seen that the oscillatory load torque induces a corresponding vunwanted
oscillatory componont of load-sidc spccd.
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Titne [50rns/div]

Fig-Lre 5. PID controller Nith wvithout distuibance torqtie feedAback.
shows the PID controller responses withl disturbance feedback, as the O'bsewrve
bandwidth is inlcreased, where f.ob z- 0.5oj, cf. and 1.25wj, respectively. It can be seen tha the load
perturbations are rjcJctd from theo load-speod, and rqcjction porfonnance is not unduly influoncod by
the bandwidth of the observer. Furterinore, when the observer bandwidth is less than the rejection
frequency, Fig 5.1 O(a), i.e. when Nob = 0. 5 o)j the controller noise is attenuiated to levels coinpamble
to th-at obtined3 with- no d3istuirbance feedback, Fig. 6.

Figure 6
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Notably, when aOU > 1.5vaoj (>15Hz) instability occurred when using the PID controller due to thze
olevated noise levels. Thlis is a result of tho roquirement of a highor order distabance obsomrvo
(comparod with the RRC. controller), thocrly exacerbating the effects of high frequoncy noise
the motor spee sicnal. FurthermorethePIs controller requires a motor acceleration
originating froFn
ee
RcRCa contboller
encoser position. By comparisone
signal estimate viah
tPu)econtrolthe
of
can accoitnmodate asieid,w ertly higher bandwidth observer before instabilityoccurs (thereby
n in e event ofthe rejection freqeuency
aed
of low frequencies
vifu inc ensuring aseq ate rejection
see Fig. 4), when c9^1 > 3.5corj (>3 5Hz), by vii-tu e of tile reduced noise levels. By way of exaiilple, Fig.
7 shows the responses of tile RRC colitroller for OJob = 3 ao)rj and 2coy, respectvely

Furthermore, Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate the equivalence of the PID and RRC controllers withl observer
disthrbance feedback. However. by virtue of increnset observer bandwidthis anl improved rejection
4wah and3
(b=0 the RRC controllers in generalt itnparts improved
perforuncye,F (compare Figs
disturbance rojoction over tho low frequoncy band resulting in 'flattor' unpo-ttubed load speod ti-cos,
as evid3enced in Fig 7.

Coniclusion
To address tile effect of periodlic loadl-sidle disturbance torques oii the load speed profile, exteiided
controllers, based on classical feed-forward coinpensation, hzavc'been proposed. For the investigation,
a SAW torque ti-nsducer is mounted inside a conifnrcial off-the-shelf pennanent magnt
syncl-onous inachine. Specifically, both PID and RRC, controllers are augmented with an additional
esdce c6.
feedback of observed disturbance torque
it mot be measured) via a propoitional and
derivative based controller. The extonded controllers afford the flexibility to simutltaneously impart
optimal closed-loop dainping, by allowing the independent selection of virtual inei-tia ratio, wvhilst
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additionally, facilitating the independent assignment of regulation transmission zero's, such that, when
properly assigned, onablte the rejection of a periodic disturbance torquc from the load spoed.
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controller with observed disturbance torque feedback.

Moreovet to realise disturbance feedback, the PID controtler requires a full, third-order disturbance
observer, since only motor position fecdback is einployed, whereas the RRC controller, which
cmploys both shaft torquo and motor position sensors, can be implotinontcd with a sceond-ordor
observer. Appraisal has been given to the combined observer and controller dynanics, with the zeros
reassigned, demonstrating, for the fnrst time, that the bandwidth of the observer need not effect the
rejection of a periodic disturbance, thereby enabling significantly lower bandwidth observers to be
employed, i.e. the observer bandwidth can be lower than the rejection frequency. It is shown that
higher bandwidth disturbance observer are required to inaximiise the disturbance attenuation over att
of the low frequenicy band (as well as the desired rejection frequenicy), thereby attenuating a wide
ralge of possible frequencies. hi such cases, tlherefore, it is slhown that the RRC conltroller is the
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preferred solution by virtue of reduced noise sensitivity. Furthernore, it is demonstrated that a
intcgrtcd 2ONm SAW torquc transducor, as cmploycd by thc RRC controllcr, is not unduly affcctcd
by machine genemted electromapetic noise. Additionally, since the SAW devices are inherently low

cost in mass prodtuction, and the mechanical modifications to the commnercial PMSM, are miinimal, the
cost of high voltune integration is estimated to increase the total mnachine cost by only a few percent.
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Figure 7. RRC controller with observed disturbance torque feedback.
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